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4
Introduction
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has been extensively studied over the recent decades.
Many applications have been proposed but the true power of the wavelet transform lies in
its performance in compression and denoising schemes. The existence of fast algorithms for
its computation is another important factor. The well known Mallat’s algorithm employs a
perfect reconstruction two-channel filter bank iteratively and the filter bank can be equally
represented by a polyphase lifting scheme. The iterative application of the lifting scheme
(LWT – Lifting Wavelet Transform) results in the same coefficients as the DWT does.
The present thesis deals with the problem of computing the one- and multi-dimensional
wavelet transform segmentwise. Often, it is impractical or even impossible to load the whole
input signal at once. When using common border extension methods (e.g. zero-padding, pe-
riodization, symmetrical extension) the wavelet analysis results in “false” coefficients, which,
in turn, result in distortion at borders of segments after the synthesis, provided the wavelet
coefficients were modified (e.g. thresholded). The thesis presents an algorithm which circum-
vents the described border artifacts by employing segment overlaps whose lengths are derived
from the actual discrete wavelet transform setup.
The idea of the algorithm (Segmentwise DWT – SegDWT) for one-dimensional signals was
originated by Mgr. Pavel Rajmic, Ph.D. in his dissertation Utilization of Wavelet Transform
and Mathematical Statistics for Separating Signal from Noise [9]. The present thesis builds
upon the algorithm and extends it in several ways as you can read in the summary in the
chapter 2.
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1 State-of-the-art
This section describes the actual SegDWT algorithm as it was presented in [9]. The SegDWT
algorithm was developed for FIR orthogonal filter banks, but FIR biorthogonal filters can also
be used if zero padded to the same length.
The one-dimensional input signal x is divided into N ≥ 1 segments of equal length s.
The last one can be shorter than s. To achieve a correct follow-up of two sets of wavelet
coefficients at decomposition level j it is necessary that the two consecutive segments to be
properly extended. It has been shown that the two consecutive segments must have
r(j) = (2j − 1)(m− 1) (1)
input samples in common after they were extended. This extension has to be divided into
the right extension of the first segment (of length R) and the left extension of the following
segment (of length L) so that r(J) = R + L, however R, L ≥ 0 cannot be chosen arbitrarily.
The minimum suitable right extension of the segment n for n = 0, 2, . . . , N − 2 is
nRmin = 2
J
⌈
(n + 1)s
2J
⌉
− (n + 1)s, (2)
and the maximum left extension of segment (n + 1) is
n+1Lmax = r(J)−
nRmin. (3)
The algorithm works such that it reads (receives) individual segments of the input signal,
it makes them extend each other in a proper way, then it computes the wavelet coefficients in
a modified way and, in the end, it easily joins the coefficients.
For simplicity, the whole signal border extension method is assumed to be zero padding,
but the transition to different treatments is straightforward. The algorithm is stated as follows:
Algorithm 1:[SegDWT analysis v. 1.0] Let the wavelet filters g, h of length m, decomposition
level J and boundary treatment be given. The input signal x is divided into N segments of
equal length s ≥ 2J and the segments are denoted by 0x,2 x,3 x, . . . , N−1x.
1. Set n = 0.
2. Read the first segment, 0x, label it as “current” and extend it from left by r(J) zero
samples.
3. If the current segment is also the last one (n = N −1) at the same time, compute DWT
of this segment using Mallat’s algorithm and finish.
4. Load (n + 1) segment and label it as “next”.
5. If the next segment is the last one:
(a) Combine the current nx and the next segment n+1x, set this new segment as current
(the current becomes the last one).
(b) Extend the current segment by r(J) zero samples from the right.
(c) Calculate DWT of depth J from the extended current segment using the Mallat’s
algorithm.
Else
(d) Determine n+1Lmax for the next segment and
nRmin for current segment using for-
mulas (2) and (3).
(e) Extend current segment from the right by nRmin samples from the next segment.
Extend the next segment from the left by n+1Lmax samples from the current segment.
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(f) Calculate the DWT of depth J from the extended current segment using the Mal-
lat’s algorithm with omitting the signal extending part.
6. Modify the vectors containing the wavelet coefficients by trimming off a certain number
of redundant coefficients from the left side, specifically: at the level j, j = 1, 2, . . . , J−1
trim off r(J − j) coefficients.
7. If the current segment is the last segment, trim off the vectors in the same manner as
in the previous step r(J − j) but this time from the right.
8. Store the result as na(J),nd(J),nd(J−1), . . . ,nd(1).
9. If the current segment is not the last one, set the next segment as current, increase n
by 1 and go to item 4.
The output of Algorithm 1 is N(J + 1) vectors of wavelet coefficients
{
ia(J),id(J),id(J−1), . . . ,id(1)
}N−1
i=0
(4)
If we simply join these vectors together, we obtain a set of J +1 vectors a(J), d(J), d(J−1),
. . . , d(1), which are identical to the wavelet coefficients of signal x.
Blocks of wavelet coefficients produced segment-by-segment by the forward part of the
SegDWT constitute the input for the inverse algorithm. Analogue to the forward case, we use
the boolean flag last, which becomes true if the very last segment is to be processed.
In addition to that, the signal parity is kept (i.e. if the accumulated length is is even or
odd). The information is then used at the very end of the signal for deciding to cut or not
to cut the last reconstructed sample. The inverse SegDWT partly utilizes the overlap-add
principle for joining the reconstructed pieces of the time-domain signal. The length of the
overlap stays r(J) all the time.
Algorithm 2:[SegDWT synthesis v. 1.0] Let the decomposition depth J be given, as well as
wavelet reconstruction filters g˜ and h˜ of lengths m, and coefficients na(J),nd(J),nd(J−1), . . . ,nd(1)
for all n.
1. Set n = 0. Set last = 0.
2. If last = 1, then the Algorithm ends.
3. Read the n block of coefficients and update “last”.
4. Extend the detail coefficients: at the level j, j = 1, . . . , J − 1, append r(J − j) zero
coefficients from the left side.
5. Compute the inverse transform of depth J using the inverse Mallat’s algorithm with
omitting the cropping part.
6. If n 6= 0, recall the samples for the overlap, saved in the last cycle, and add them to the
current inverted block.
7. Update the parity of the signal.
8. If last 6= 1, append the central, non-overlapping part to the output. Save the samples
of the overlap of the current inverted segment for the next cycle.
Otherwise Append the whole inversion to the output. Eventually, crop several samples
from the end of the signal.
9. The output (a segment of a time-domain signal) is now complete and prepared to be
“sent”.
10. Increase n by 1 and return to item 2.
The analysis and synthesis parts of the SegDWT algorithm can be both used on the actual
segment consecutively thus forming a universal algorithm for any kind of wavelet coefficient
processing task in real-time.
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Algorithm Remarks Extensions of the first (n = 0) and the last (n = N − 1) segments
are treated differently and their values are
0Lmax =
N−1Rmin = r(J). (5)
Given the actual segment nx and its extended version nxext, the length of the coefficient
vectors nc
(j)
ext at levels j = 1, . . . , J before trimming is given by
len(nc
(j)
ext) =
nN
(j)
ext =
⌊
len(nxext)2
−j + (2−j − 1)(m− 1)
⌋
, (6)
where len(nxext) =
nLmax+s+
nRmin, and m denotes the length of the wavelet filters. However,
first
N
(j)
disc = r(J − j) (7)
coefficients at each level j < J are calculated redundantly and they are discarded according to
the algorithm description. In addition, the same number of coefficients of the last segment are
discarded from the right. Therefore, the number of coefficients after discarding the redundant
ones is
nN
(j)
coef =
nN
(j)
ext −
nN
(j)
disc, (8)
except for the last segment which will have
N−1N
(j)
coef =
N−1N
(j)
ext − 2 ·
N−1N
(j)
disc, (9)
coefficients remaining.
In the real-time setting, the algorithm delay is
• r(J) samples if (s mod 2J) = 0 and therefore nRmin = 0 for each n,
• s + r(J) samples in all other cases, for the following segment have to be waited for.
Another remark from [9] regards the fact that the extensions are periodic with respect to
the segment number.
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2 Objectives
The advantages of the segmentwise computation of DWT were discussed in [1]. Algorithms for
such computations can already be found in the recent literature, however, except for one, they
were developed for a concrete application or/and are restricted to one type of wavelet filter and
most of them lack perfect recovery. The special case (SegDWT in [9]) was formulated more
universally but just for the one-dimensional case and with the assumption of equal segment
lengths. Direct usage of the algorithm for multidimensional signals seems to be too restricting
to be usable in practice. Thus the first objective of this thesis deals with modifications of the
original algorithm.
The following list summarizes the main drawbacks and restrictions of the original algorithm
design and proposes modifications to achieve maximal generality:
• The left extension nLmax is chosen to be as high as possible to maximize re-usage of the
received samples due to the original purpose of the algorithm for real time processing
of the acoustic signals. The extension lengths can clearly be stated more universally,
therefore formulas for the other extreme nLmin and all intermediate values will be derived.
• The algorithm considers only segments of equal size. This is inconvenient because it
allows only square (cube) segments in multidimensional signals and prevents a dynamic
splitting of segments. It will be shown that the lengths of both the right and the left
extensions of the n and (n + 1) segment, respectively, depend only on the position of
their dividing line which in turn allows an arbitrary rectangular (box) segment shape
for multidimensional signals.
• The extensions are unnecessarily long. A more detailed analysis of the SegDWT algo-
rithm reveals the fact that the even type of subsampling indirectly increases lengths of
extensions. It will be shown that a small modification can save up to 2J − 1 samples
of extensions. The number of the saved samples increases even more with increasing
number of signal dimensions.
• Another restricting factor is the need of the right extensions itself. The algorithm analysis
shows that the minimum right extension nRmin is employed just to align the right border
of the segment to a multiple of 2J , thus nRmin = 0 when the dividing line index is a
multiple of 2J . This restriction can be also lifted by encompassing the (nonzero) right
extension to the left one provided there is another modification of the algorithm. This
is clearly beneficial when causality is a need (e.g. audio, video signals). There is a
workaround proposed in the original algorithm, but it increases the processing delay by
a whole segment duration.
The proposed modifications so far are presented in chapter 3.
The following objectives are not included in this shortened version of the thesis and can
be found in [1].
Having the generally stated SegDWT algorithm, the next goal is to tailor it to the concrete
usage exploiting prior information about the processed signal while optimizing some parame-
ters of the algorithm. Since the original algorithm employs a overlap-save for the analysis and
a overlap-add for the synthesis, the new versions of the SegDWT are:
• Overlap-save SegDWT analysis with overlaps in wavelet domain In case of consecutive
order of segments, the memory requirements can be reduced using overlaps directly in
the wavelet domain (approx. coefficients at levels j = 0, . . . , J − 1).
• Overlap-Add SegDWT analysis and Overlap-Save SegDWT synthesis In some situations,
it can be beneficial to use complementary methods i.e. Overlap-Add for analysis and
Overlap-Save for synthesis. Especially where a parallel processing of more segments is
concerned, the overlap-add approach creates a so-called “race condition” [10] i.e. two
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parallel writes to one memory location can overwrite each other and result in errors.
• Region of Interest wavelet coeﬃcient processing Combining Overlap-Save type of SegDWT
for both analysis and synthesis brings the possibility of processing arbitrary segment
truly independently in a sense that the current segment samples are fully reconstructed
in opposition to the incomplete reconstruction of the last r(J) samples when using OLA
type SegDWT for synthesis, provided the equality of wavelet coefficients with the ap-
propriate parts of the whole signal wavelet transform.
Bearing the proposed modifications in mind, the second objective of the thesis, the mul-
tidimensional extensions via separability property, are relatively simple and can be stated
universally for arbitrary dimension number.
The lifting scheme forms an alternative to the wavelet transform computation and can
also be conducted segmentwise. Since the lifting scheme is more complex than the plain
two channel filter bank, the segmentwise algorithm for LWT is not as straightforward as in
SegDWT case.
The last objective of the thesis is to verify the proposed algorithms in real-life applications.
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3 Segmented Discrete Wavelet
Transform
This chapter1 contains some of the modifications introduced in chapter 2. The rest can be
found in [1]. The purpose of these modifications is to increase generality of the algorithm,
since the original algorithm is not directly usable for multidimensional signals. The desired
properties are: an arbitrary order of segments to be processed, the independence of calculations
so they can be carried out in parallel, custom extension lengths manipulations and an effective
exploitation of 2J -shift invariance.
All further presented modifications were implemented in Matlab and the codes can be
found on the accompanied DVD and on the SegDWT algorithm webpage [11].
4 SegDWT Analysis and Proposed Extensions
Prior to the description of the modifications, a detailed analysis of the original algorithm
is needed. The following text follows section 1 and discusses details and remarks not yet
described. First, the input samples and the wavelet coefficients alignment of the whole input
x
c(1)
46
c(2)
c(3)
24
13
8
Figure 1: The input samples and the wavelet coefficients alignment of the input signal of
length 46 using a wavelet with filter lengths m = 4 and depth of decomposition J = 3. Gray
coefficients denote “range” of the impulse response during the linear convolution.
signal x need to be established. The even downsampling and the expansivity property result
in the coefficient alignment shown in fig. 1.
The number of coefficients N
(j)
coef at level j of the input signal of length s when using filters
of length m can be easily derived recursively, using a number of coefficients at the previous
level. In [3], we derived a non-recursive formula
N
(j)
coef =
⌊
2−js + (1− 2−j)(m− 1)
⌋
. (10)
There are both left and right extension of the segments employed in the SegDWT algorithm
(recall (2) for nRmin and (3)
n+1Lmax).
The purpose of the right extension is to align the end of each segment to be integer
multiple of 2J , which results in the correct alignment of vectors of wavelet coefficients and to
the unification of all consecutive calculations.
The purpose of the left extension is to provide enough samples from the preceding seg-
ment(s) to “fully” (meaning as if the whole input signal was available) calculate the wavelet
coefficients at the topmost level of decomposition. Together, both extension provide r(J)
1The research in this chapter was conducted jointly with Mgr. Pavel Rajmic, Ph.D. Publications related
this this chapter are [2–4].
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(from (1)) samples needed for the first coefficient at the topmost decomposition level in the
current segment to be calculated fully.
It is clear that like this the lengths of the extensions can vary from segment to segment, and
that the respective lengths are thus induced, in contrast to the STFT-type classical windowing
where the overlap lengths are ﬁxed.
Forward SegDWT As it was stated, after the extension of the segment, the Mallat’s al-
gorithm is employed but without step 2a, Extending the input vector. Alternatively, it can
be seen as using OLS type of convolution in each iteration of Mallat’s algorithm, assuming
influencing samples to be already provided by the means of the segment’s left extension. Since
the OLS convolution in addition does not calculate “fade-out”, the outcome of the OLS con-
volution is shorter by m− 1 samples (from the beginning) prior to the downsampling. After
downsampling, the number of coefficients is equal to (6).
The detailed depiction of the forward SegDWT at the segment transition is in fig. 2. In
the figure, n+1S denotes the index of the leftmost sample of the n+1 segment in a global point
of view, prior to the extensions. Clearly, n+1S = (n+1)s assuming 0S = 0 and equal length of
segments. This denotation will be more convenient in the rest of this chapter.
n+1S
n n + 1
k2Jk2J k2J
nRmin
n+1Lmax
r(J)
r(J − 1)
r(J − 2)
x
nx
n+1x
n+1c(1)
nc(1)
n+1c(2)
nc(2)
nc(J)
n+1c(J)
Figure 2: Transition between two consecutive segments n and n + 1 at index n+1S = (n +
1)s in the time-domain signal x. The segments are extended by nRmin and
n+1Lmax samples
accordingly. The wavelet coefficients c(j) belonging to respective segments are shown. The
coefficients belonging to the segment (n + 1) lying to the left from the dividing line marked
as r(J − 1), r(J − 2), . . . are calculated redundantly and they ought to be discarded after the
computations are complete. Also the wavelet coefficients of the n segment are aligned to the
dividing line due to the right extension.
Inverse SegDWT The reconstructed segment length and position is equal to the length
and position of the one analyzed after extensions.
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Prior to the reconstruction, r(J − j) zero coefficients are appended to the beginning of
the coefficient vector at level j (see fig. 3). In contrast to the forward SegDWT, the non-
shortened (linear or OLA) version of convolution is employed after the even upsampling of the
coefficient vector. This means that the length of the intermediate reconstruction vector grows
between steps of the reconstruction and results in the overlap of r(J) samples reaching to the
neighboring segment.
n n + 1
r(J)
r(J − 1)
r(J − 2)
n+1c(1)
nc(1)
n+1c(2)
nc(2)
nc(J)
n+1c(J)
0 0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
xˆ
Figure 3: The inverse SegDWT in detail. The initial zero padding of the detail coefficients at
levels j = 1, . . . , J − 1 causes a relative shift of individual coefficient vectors. This padding in
turn causes the proclaimed delay of the reconstruction by r(J) samples.
Another remark, considering the inverse transform, regards the fact that after the recon-
struction of the whole signal, there are additional and redundant r(J) samples at the begin-
ning. Additional samples at the beginning bring ambiguity to the indexing of the reconstructed
signal which can be viewed in two ways:
• The reconstruction is delayed by r(J) samples. Hence the indexing of the input signal and
the reconstruction does not match and also last the r(J) samples of each reconstructed
segment form overlap to the next one. This view is natural in the real-time setup.
• The first r(J) samples of the reconstruction are not included in the indexing. The
indexing of both the input signal and the reconstruction matches and this time, on the
contrary, the first r(J) samples of each segment overlap to the previous segment.
The second view will be considered in the following text to prevent an ambiguity. When
necessary, the value according to the first view will be placed in brackets.
4.1 Enstensions tradeof
As was mentioned, the original algorithm allows constant-length segments only and uses mini-
mum right and maximum left extensions of two consecutive segments. Other possibilities were
not derived in the original work and therefore this section completes them. Following ideas
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and the mathematic style of [9], the following notions are built upon the Theorem 8.11 (from
[9]) which can be re-written as:
Theorem 3: Let the segment n is given, whose length including its left extension is nl. Then
the left extension of the next segment n+1L can be computed by the formula:
n+1L = nl − 2Ji for integer i ∈
[
nl − r(J)
2J
,
nl
2J
]
. (11)
And for the right extension of n-th segment the following holds:
nR = r(J)− n+1L. (12)
The maximum left extension n+1Lmax is naturally reached for the lowest i =
⌈
nl−r(J)
2J
⌉
which is
also done in the original algorithm, and the minimum left extension n+1Lmin can be obtained
when taking the other extreme, the highest i =
⌊
nl
2J
⌋
. Rmin (for Lmax) is already known (2)
and nRmax (for
n+1Lmin) can be written as
nRmax = 2
J
⌊
(n + 1)s + r(J)
2J
⌋
− ns, (13)
(The proof is the same as in Theorem 8.14 in [9]). We can rewrite formula (11) as
n+1L = nl − 2J
(⌈
nl − r(J)
2J
⌉
+ k
)
where k ∈ N0, (14)
satisfying n+1L ≥ n+1Lmin at the same time. Having compared formulas (2), (13) and (14), we
can write the right extension of segment n as:
nR = 2J
⌈
(n + 1)s
2J
⌉
− (n + 1)s + 2Jk, where k ∈ N0, (15)
or alternatively as
nR = nRmin + 2
Jk where k ∈ N0, (16)
satisfying nR ≤ nRmax at the same time. Using this formula and (12),(1) one can “trade-off”
the multiples of 2J samples between extensions up to defined values nRmax and
n+1Lmin. Note
that the resulting coefficients after wavelet analysis are traded too: it makes k2J−j coefficients
at level j and the formula (6) includes them.
4.2 Segments of diﬀerent sizes
This modification appears to be the most important one. It lifts the constant segment length
constriction which impacts the algorithm significantly. Namely:
• The extensions depend on nS (index of segment’s first sample from the global point of
view) rather than on segment number and segment length (for example nL →
nSL but
nR →
n+1SR and r(J) =
nSL +
nSR)
• The extensions become 2J -periodic with respect to a sequence of nS increasing by one.
• Dynamic splitting of segments is allowed.
• The segments do not have to be processed in the consecutive order.
• The algorithm can be further developed just for the general case of the two consecutive
segments.
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• Each transition between segments can be treated individually.
The following theorem describes the presented modification.
Theorem 4: The right extension of the segment n (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N−2) and the left extension
of the segment (n+1) are given by the length of the portion of the signal starting at the beginning
and ending at the end of the segment n (the number of already processed samples or the index
of the segment’s ﬁrst sample from the global point of view) nS, and the following holds
nSR = 2J
⌈nS
2J
⌉
− nS + k2J for k ∈ N0, while
nSR ≤
nSRmax, (17)
at the same time, or alternatively
nSR =
nSRmin + k2
J for k ∈ N0, while
nSR ≤
nSRmax (18)
The extensions are not dependent on the number of previous segments neither on their lengths.
This result is graphically shown in Fig 4.
0 516x
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Figure 4: Figure presenting Theorem4. Five cases of division of the input signal x are
shown. There is always a division of a pair of segments between samples 515 and 516, but
the divisions of the preceding part differs from case to case. Nevertheless, the lengths of the
related extensions of the neighboring segments are equal in all cases.
4.3 Extension length reduction
As it was stated previously, globally the even type of up-/down-sampling is considered. In
practice, in the dyadic case, it means discarding every first sample after every convolution.
This is a legitimate operation for the wavelet transform of the whole signal, since it is a
commonly accepted convention. In a segmentwise case, the left extensions have to be long
enough to allow discarding first sample in each level after convolution which is clearly a waste
of computational resources. Switching from the even to the odd type of up-/down-sampling,
the left extension is reduced by 2J − 1 samples. The change is done just for the segmentwise
computation purposes and the even type of up-/down-sampling is preserved globally. Since
right extensions are not affected by this change, the left extension reduction cuts r(J) down
to
rred(J) = (2
J − 1)(m− 2). (19)
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The rest of the algorithm remains the same except for the r(J) substituted with rred(J) which
exhibits in several places: in the number of discarded coefficients after forward transform
rred(J − j) (and in number of the zero coefficients that are appended back prior to the inverse
transform) and thus the total number of the coefficients containing the redundant ones (from
(6)) is
nN
(j)
ext =
⌊
len(nxext)2
−j + (2−j − 1)(m− 2)
⌋
. (20)
The length of the segment overlap after the reconstruction is also equal to rred(J). In fact,
the real segment overlap (meaning the number of nonzero samples within the r(J) ones at the
beginning of the reconstructed segment) was always rred(J) since the even upsampling adds
a zero to the beginning at each level prior to the convolution, which is propagated through
the iterations of the synthesis filter bank. There is but one exception to this rule: the right
extension of the last segment remains r(J) and therefore also the number of the discarded
coefficients from the right remains r(J − j).
4.4 Right extension removal
The original algorithm with its possible nonzero right extension(s) have two disadvantages
• It violates causality and makes it hard to be used directly in the real-time setup.
• The right extension aligning the right border to the next multiple of 2J causes the
reconstructed segment to be aligned as well. This means that the segment borders of
the input signal and the reconstructed signal do not match.
Regarding the first drawback, the original algorithm employs a delay of the processing by
whole next segment, but this additional delay could be unacceptable. Another approach
could be the employment of the “negative” right extension in a sense that the right border of
the segment would be aligned with the lesser multiple of 2J and the remaining samples would
be encompassed into the left extension of the following segment. However, these approaches
are both “workarounds” and do not solve the second drawback.
Regardless to this, the idea of the “negative” extension is worth describing for the coefficient
alignment is not impaired and the algorithm complexity does not increase. It is clear that the
number of the remaining samples after aligning with the lesser multiple of 2J is (nS mod 2J)
and thus the right extension is a negative number
nSRneg = −(
nS mod 2J), (21)
which leads to the necessary left extension
nSLneg = rred(J) + (
nS mod 2J). (22)
The negative right extension is also a special case of the algorithm modification described in
sec. 4.1, where k = −1 in (16).
To attack the second drawback, it is necessary to modify the algorithm so that no 2J -
alignment is needed and therefore neither is the right extension. In this setup, considerable
modifications of the main formulas need to be done.
First, the formulas for r(J) and
nSL become the same (since the right extension is always
zero)
nSLnoright = rred(J) + (
nS mod 2J) (23)
If (nS mod 2J) = 0, the right segment border is already aligned; the extension has to be
increased accordingly if it is not. Note that the worst case is (nS mod 2J) = 2J − 1 which
leads us back to
nSLnoright = r(J).
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Second, since the segment’s right border is no longer aligned, the number of coefficients
which belong to actual segment changes at each level of decomposition. Let this value be
denoted as
nSN
(j)
coef (similarly as in (8)). It is derived using indexes of coefficients belonging to
the given segment (starting with nS, for n = 0, . . . , N − 1). The number of coefficients, or the
index of the first coefficient belonging to the given segment starting with zero at level j in the
segment starting at index nS = nS(0) is given by
nS(j) =
⌊
nS(0)
2j
⌋
, (24)
but the last segment demands a different treatment due to the expansivity of the DWT. Let
NS(0) = len(x) denote a non-existing segment following the last one, than for other j using
(10) we can write
NS(j) =
⌊
NS(j−1) + m− 1
2
⌋
=
⌊
NS2−j + (1− 2−j)(m− 1)
⌋
. (25)
The number of coefficients is then
nSN
(j)
coef =
n+1S(j) − nS(j) (26)
in the segment starting with nS. The number of the detail coefficients at level j that have to
be discarded from the beginning of the coefficient vectors after forward transform is equal to
nSN
(j)
disc = rred(J − j) +
⌊
(nS mod 2J)
2j
⌋
, (27)
therefore prior to the coefficient discarding there are
nSN
(j)
ext =
nSN
(j)
disc +
nSN
(j)
coef (28)
coefficients.
And, lastly, the calculated segment overlap after reconstruction is
nSLnoright.
Segment length limitation It makes sense to define the minimum segment length smin
allowing the SegDWT algorithm to be carried out as it was described so far. It turns out, that
the SegDWT algorithm needs the segment to contain at least one coefficient at the topmost
level J , which limits the smin to be
smin ≥ 2
J . (29)
On one hand, this limitation can seem restricting, but on the other hand the necessary (and
induced) extensions are approximately m− 1 times longer than the minimal allowed segment
length and the shorter the segments the higher the computational overhead.
New SegDWT formulation At this point, the algorithm is considered to be “maximally”
general. Since the original algorithm description (alg. 1 and alg. 2) is somewhat obsolete now,
the description of the new SegDWT algorithm follows. For simplicity, at least two segments
are to be processed N > 1 and smin ≥ r(J) is assumed to limit the extensions to reach just
to the directly adjacent segments. Also the reconstructed signal xˆ is delayed by r(J) samples
(for it is maximal possible
nSLnoright). The example of this setup is shown in fig. 5.
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Algorithm 5:[SegDWT analysis v. 1.1 – no right extensions]
Let be given: g, h of length m, J , input signal x divided into N > 1 segments 0x,1x,. . . , N−1x.
Zero padding is considered whenever segment extension reaches outside of the input signal x
support.
One segment analysis:
For n = 0, . . . , N − 1 repeat:
1. Read segment nx and extend it from left by
nSLnoright samples from the previous segment.
2. If n = N − 1, the current segment is the last one, extend it from the right by r(J) zero
samples.
3. Calculate the DWT of depth J from the extended current segment using the algorithm
Mallat’s algorithm with omitting the extending part (OLS-type convolution with odd
type downsampling).
4. Modify the vectors containing the wavelet coefficients by trimming off a certain number
of redundant coefficients from the left side, specifically: at the level j, j = 1, 2, . . . , J−1
trim off
nSN
(j)
disc coefficients.
5. If n = N − 1, trim off the vectors in the same manner as in the previous step but this
time the number of trimmed coefficients is r(J − j) and the trimming is performed from
the right.
6. Store the result as na(J), nd(J), nd(J−1), . . . , nd(1).
Algorithm 6:[SegDWT synthesis v. 1.1 – no right extensions]
Let be given: wavelet reconstruction filters g˜ and h˜ of lengths m, J , nS for all segments
0xˆ, 1xˆ, 2xˆ, . . . , N−1xˆ to be reconstructed. The reconstructed segments do not have to be equal
to the analyzed ones if respective coefficients are available. For storing the overlap, a buffer
of length r(J) is used.
One segment synthesis:
For n = 0, . . . , N − 1 repeat:
1. Read respective coefficient vectors na(J),nd(J),nd(J−1), . . . ,nd(1) according to the recon-
structed segment nxˆ.
2. Extend the detail coefficients: at the level j, j = 1, . . . , J − 1, append
nSN
(j)
disc zero
coefficients from the left side.
3. Compute the inverse transform of depth J using the Mallat’s algorithm omitting the
cropping part (OLA-type convolution, odd upsampling).
4. If n 6= 0, add samples from the buffer to the current inverted segment:
(a) Add last
nSLnoright samples from the buffer to the first respective samples of the
current segment.
(b) Append remaining r(J)−
nSLnoright first samples from the buffer from the left side
of the current segment.
5. If n 6= N − 1, store r(J) last samples of nxˆ in the buffer, append the remaining samples
to the output.
Else Append the whole inversion to the output.
6. The output (a segment of a time-domain signal) is now complete and prepared to be
“sent”.
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Figure 5: SegDWT algorithm modification example in the real-time setup. The reconstruction is delayed by r(3) = 21. This is equal to
the longest possible segment overlap and therefore some reconstructed segments are shifted accordingly.
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Conclusion The presented thesis was devoted to the generalization of a SegDWT algorithm
to one- and multi-dimensional signals. The crucial shortcomings of the original algorithm were
identified and removed. In addition, several optimizations of the algorithm were proposed. In
particular, the necessity of the right extension of segments was removed and the possibility of
segments of different lengths was introduced.
Several novel ideas were incorporated into the SegDWT algorithm including moving the
overlaps from the time domain to the wavelet domain and thus reducing memory complexity.
Further, the idea of the ROI SegDWT was introduced. For a chosen segment it identifies
wavelet coefficients which participate on its full reconstruction and it further determines the
left and the right extension of the analyzed segment which are necessary for the concerned
coefficients calculation.
The presented novel SegLWT algorithm extends ideas of the SegDWT to the lifting scheme.
The main motivation was a possible reduction of the overlaps. It turned out that the over-
lap lengths were strongly dependent on the actual filter bank factorization (lifting scheme)
which is not unique. At best, the required overlap lengths are comparable to the SegDWT
ones. However, the lifting scheme computational advantages (in-place, math operation number
reduction) still remain.
All of the proposed modifications were confirmed in the Matlab simulations. The code
with demos is accessible on the accompanied DVD and on the SegDWT algorithm webpage
[11].
Two proof-of-concept applications were created to confirm the SegDWT algorithm design
and its usability in the practice. That is the VST plugin for the real-time wavelet processing
of the audio signals, which provide mechanism for custom (user-defined) wavelet coefficient
processing. During the playback, no disturbing border artifacts occurs even after strong non-
linear modifications of the wavelet coefficients. Also the VST technology buffer sizes are host
application specific, not limited to the powers of two and can even vary during the playback.
The SegDWT algorithm presented in this thesis is designed to cope with this behavior. The
second application is the exploitation of SegDWT algorithm for the parallel implementation
of the forward and the inverse DWT of the images using Intel Threading Building Blocks
library. The advantage of the SegDWT usage in this type of application is its ability to let
the library split the pixels blocks even during the computation execution for load balancing.
It was shown that the achieved speedup is scalable and it is proportional to the number of the
working threads of the CPU. On the other hand, the optimum minimal pixel block dimensions
seem to be ∼ 2r(J). To retain the speedup scalability the images have to be large enough.
The SegDWT algorithm is not limited to the DWT only. Any tree structured separable
filter bank based transforms can be calculated segmentwise using SegDWT e.g. framelets [12],
complex wavelet transform CWT [13], wavelet packets and others.
Hereafter the text sketches ideas for a future research. The segmentwise computations can
be extended even to the non-iterated FIR filter bank structures for the noble identity filter
bank representation has such structure. The only limiting factors seem to be the lengths of
the impulse responses (directly defining the necessary overlaps) and the subsampling factor.
Another possible extension of the SegDWT could be its adaptation to non-separable wavelet-
type transforms [14] of the images and the multidimensional signals. A particular challenge
lies in dealing with non-separable subsampling patterns.
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Abstract
The dissertation deals with SegDWT algorithms performing a segmented (segmentwise) com-
putation of one- and multi-dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform – DWT. The segmented
approach allows one to perform the segment (block) wavelet analysis and synthesis using seg-
ment overlaps while preventing blocking artifacts. The parts of the wavelet coeﬃcients of
the whole signal wavelet transform corresponding to the actual segment are produced by the
analysis part of the algorithm exploiting overlap-save principle. The resulting coeﬃcients be-
longing to the segment can be processed arbitrarily and than they can transformed back to
the original domain. The reconstructed segments are than put together using overlap add
principle.
The already known SegDWT algorithm can not be eﬀectively used on multidimensional
signals. Several modiﬁcations of the algorithm are proposed which makes it possible to gener-
alize it to multidimensional cases using separability property. In addition, the thesis presents
SegLWT algorithm adopting ideas of the SegDWT and transferring it to the non-causal lifting
ﬁlter bank structures.
Abstrakt
Dizertační práce se zabývá algoritmy SegDWT pro segmentový výpočet Diskrétní Waveletové
Transformace – DWT jedno i vícedimenzionálních dat. Segmentovým výpočtem se rozumí
způsob výpočtu waveletové analýzy a syntézy po nezávislých segmentech (blocích) s určitým
překryvem tak, že nevznikají blokové artefakty. Analyzující část algoritmu pracuje na principu
odstranění přesahu a produkuje vždy část waveletových koeﬁcientů z waveletové transformace
celého signálu, které mohou být následně libovolně zpracovány a podrobeny zpětné transfor-
maci. Rekonstruované segmenty jsou pak skládány podle principu přičtení přesahu.
Algoritmus SegDWT, ze kterého tato práce vychází, není v současné podobně přímo
použitelný pro vícerozměrné signály. Tato práce obsahuje několik jeho modiﬁkací a následné
zobecnění pro vícerozměrné signály pomocí principu separability. Kromě toho je v práci před-
staven algoritmus SegLWT, který myšlenku SegDWT přenáší na výpočet waveletové transfor-
mace pomocí nekauzálních struktur ﬁltrů typu lifting.
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